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A DECADE OF 
CARGO BIKES /

Welcome to Urban Arrow. 

After our first decade of cargo bikes we are not thinking 
of slowing down. On the contrary! The world keeps 
changing and the need to make cities cleaner, more 
efficient and environmentally friendly persists evermore 
urgently. Our motivation is to keep moving forward. 
Always ahead.

Thanks to a wonderful international community of Urban 
Arrow dealers and riders we are able to keep growing 
as an electric cargo bike manufacturer and improve our 
products at our headquarters in Amsterdam.

In this booklet, you will find information and all available 
accessories covering our complete cargo bike portfolio.

In the past decade it has become increasingly clear; 
a cargo bike is a way of life. A conscious decision. We 
choose bike over car, all day, any day. And everytime 
someone rides an Urban Arrow, we are grateful to be 
part of the future.

Drive change.



FAMILY /

The very first electric cargo bike 
created by Urban Arrow. Its well-
known and beloved design seemingly 
hasn’t changed much over time. 
Though the details always keep 
evolving and the design philosophy 
behind that is exactly what makes the 
Family a cargo bike that was, is and 
shall remain future ready.

The combination of a narrow, 
2-wheeled base, a strong electric 
Bosch motor, a low point of gravity 
and the EPP box work together to 
create the ultimate zero-emission 
vehicle for your precious cargo. In and 
around the city.

All Family models are made of 
aluminum and are equipped with 
high quality yet low maintenance 
parts to keep your Family on point in 
appearance, safety and comfort.

Additionally, the Family sports a wide 
range of accessories. Take your 
pick and customise your bike to the 
optimal set-up for your tribe of loved 
ones. 

A ride for miles of smiles.



Family Active Line Plus

Black or white frame
Bosch Active Line Plus (50Nm)

400Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display
Enviolo Heavy Duty
KMC Chain drive

Tektro Dorado disc brakes

Family Performance Essential

Black or white frame
Bosch Performance Line (65Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display
Enviolo Heavy Duty
KMC Chain drive

Tektro Dorado disc brakes

Family Cargo Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch KIOX display
Enviolo Heavy Duty

Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disk brakes

Family Performance Plus

Black or white frame
Bosch Performance Line (65Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch KIOX display
Enviolo Heavy Duty

Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Tektro Dorado disc brakes

Family Anniversary

Raw aluminium frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch NYON display

Enviolo Heavy Duty - Automatic
Gates Carbon Drive Belt

Magura CMe disk brakes + brake light
BROOKS saddle & handle grips

Suspension seatpost



FAMILY
ACCESSORIES /

Raincover Essential
Keep your box passengers dry

Luggage net
Tool-free installation

Bike parka
All-over weather protection

Raincover Plus
Extended interior space

Extra bench
Expand the box seat capacity

Box cover
No more rain & rubbish

Suncover
With built-in SPF-50 UV protection

Maxi-Cosi adapter
Compatible with most Maxi-Cosi seats

Floor mat
Mesh material, anti-slip

Poncho
Connectable to Raincover

Small child seat adapter
Compatible with multiple child seats

Bosch DualBattery Kit
PowerPack not included

Bottle holder rails
Bottle holder not included

Rear carrier - Trekking
For clip-on bicycle bags 

Rear carrier - Essential
Compatible with multiple seats & bags





SHORTY /

The most compact giant of our 
bicycle fleet is the Shorty. As long as 
a regular Dutch bike with the benefits 
of a cargo bike. This may make it our 
most agile and versatile bike available. 
A Swiss army knife that fits smaller 
housekeeps and businesses.

The award-winning design is a 
lightweight aluminum frame base 
with a tough EPP box, combined with 
a Bosch Performance Line or Cargo 
Line motor and other high quality 
parts that make it stylish as durable 
as you and the city need.

The wide range of accessories can 
upgrade the Shorty to anyone’s 
needs. Such as the lockable hood 
to keep your luggage dry and safe, 
the child seat adapter to also take 
a little passenger for a ride and the 
all-new Raincover for giving sight to 
your precious cargo whilst protecting 
against winds and rains.

The compact giant.



Shorty Performance Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Performance Line (65Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display
Enviolo Heavy Duty
KMC Chain drive

Tektro Dorado disc brakes

Shorty Cargo Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch KIOX display
Enviolo Heavy Duty

Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disc brakes



SHORTY
ACCESSORIES /

Raincover
Compatible with all Shorty models

Poncho
Connectable to Raincover

Lockable hood
EPP material, lock included

Child seat adapter (C22)
Shorty bracket required

Box cover
Including reflective strips

Bottle holder rails
Bottle holder not included

Child seat adapter (C15)
Shorty bracket required

Bosch DualBattery Kit
PowerPack not included

Shorty bracket for C15 & C22
Required for child seat adapters

Rear carrier - Trekking
For clip-on bicycle bags 

Rear carrier - Essential
Compatible with multiple seats & bags





CARGO /

The Cargo L and XL combine the 
load capacity of a van with the 
agility of an e-bike. It’s the ultimate 
vehicle for your first and last mile 
delivery. Whether you deliver parcels 
or furniture, there’s a Cargo for that 
specific task. 

Designed with the city in mind. No 
more wasting time on being stuck in 
traffic or looking for a parking spot, 
no more fuel cost or traffic fines. Plus, 
the Cargo removes noise and air 
pollution from the transport equation 
while boosting the flexibility and 
effectiveness of your delivery fleet. 
This inner-city delivery vehicle really 
does deliver. 

All the bikes in our Cargo range 
are equipped with the Bosch 
Performance Line or Cargo Line motor 
and a suspended front fork to smooth 
out your ride. Available in two lengths 
(L or XL) and multiple box variants to 
choose from up to 620 litres! It will 
suit your business needs without a 
doubt.

Smooth transport from A to B and 

beyond.



Cargo L Performance Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Performance Line (65Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display
Enviolo Heavy Duty

Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Tektro Dorado disk brakes

Suspension front fork

Cargo XL Performance Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Performance Line (65Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display
Enviolo Heavy Duty

Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Tektro Dorado disk brakes

Suspension front fork

Cargo L Cargo Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display

Enviolo Heavy Duty - Automatic
Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disc brakes

Suspension front fork

Cargo XL Cargo Line

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display

Enviolo Heavy Duty - Automatic
Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disc brakes

Suspension front fork

Cargo L Cargo Line Rohloff

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display

Rohloff Speedhub + Shifter
Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disc brakes

Suspension front fork

Cargo XL Cargo Line Rohloff

Black or white frame
Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)

500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Purion display

Rohloff Speedhub + Shifter
Gates Carbon Drive Belt
Magura CMe disc brakes

Suspension front fork



CARGO
BOXES & ACCESSORIES /

Toploader
Cargo L & XL

Flightcase + level
Cargo L & XL

Toploader Duffle Bag
Cargo L & XL

Alu Box - white
Cargo L & XL

Flightcase for dogs
Cargo L & XL

Parka XL
Cargo L & XL

Alu Box - black
Cargo L & XL

Craft
Cargo L only !

Flightcase
Cargo L & XL

Coolbox
Cargo XL only !

Bosch DualBattery Kit
PowerPack not included

Urban Arrow Strap
Universal use

Bottle holder rail
Bottle holder not included

Rear carrier - Trekking
For clip-on bicycle bags 

Rear carrier - Essential
Compatible with multiple seats & bags





TENDER /

Transporting seriously heavy cargo 
with an electric cargo bike might 
seem like an impossible challenge. 
The collaboration with industry 
partners helped Urban Arrow rise to 
the occasion. Together we designed 
a more than viable answer: a new 
front frame to up the cargo game. 
The Tender is a serious competitor 
for hauling heavy loads in last mile 
transportation in and around the city.

The Tender’s three-wheel base 
combines cycling technology with 
insights from the automotive industry, 
making it agile yet strong and stable. 
The dual hydraulic front disc brakes 
allow for quick and safe stopping of 
the massive cargo volume you can 
transport with this beast. The front 
wheel suspension ensures a smooth 
ride, no matter the weight.

New use cases lead to new models 
and applications as our drive for 
smart urban mobility and last mile 
perfection continues. Creating the 
best solutions for markets and cities 
all around the world.

Carry on.



Tender 1000

Up to 1000L / 1 M3

Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)
500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Intuvia display

Rohloff Speedhub + Shifter
KMC Chain drive

Magura CMe rear brake
Front wheel suspension

L 142cm x W 95cm platform

Tender 1500

Up to 1500L / 1,5 M3

Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)
500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Intuvia display

Rohloff Speedhub + Shifter
KMC Chain drive

Magura CMe rear brake
Front wheel suspension

L 162cm x W 114cm platform*

*Diamond plate available separately
(Flatbed Plus)

Tender 2500

Up to 2500L / 2,5 M3

Bosch Cargo Line (85Nm)
500Wh Bosch battery
Bosch Intuvia display

Rohloff Speedhub + Shifter
KMC Chain drive

Magura CMe rear brake
Front wheel suspension

L 229cm x W 114cm platform*

*Diamond plate available separately
(Flatbed Plus)



Bosch DualBattery Kit
PowerPack not included

Bottle holder rails
Bottle holder not included

Flatbed Plus
Tender 1000, 1500 & 2500

Coolbox (Passive)
Tender 1000 & 1500

Coolbox (Active)
Tender 1000 & 1500

Post & Parcel 1500 
Tender 1500

Post & Parcel 1000
Tender 1000

Pick-up
Tender 1000, 1500 & 2500

TENDER
VARIANTS & ACCESSORIES /

Urban Arrow Strap
Universal use

Rear carrier - Trekking
For clip-on bicycle bags 

Rear carrier - Essential
Compatible with multiple seats & bags





Founded in 2011. Amsterdam, The Netherlands.


